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We propose a model of multi-component dark matter with magnetic moments to explain the 130GeV
gamma-ray line hinted by the Fermi-LAT data. Speciﬁcally, we consider a U(1)X dark sector which
contains two vector-like fermions besides the related gauge and Higgs ﬁelds. A very heavy messenger
scalar is further introduced to construct the Yukawa couplings of the dark fermions to the heavy
[SU(2)]-singlet leptons in the SU(3)c SU(2)L SU(2)R U(1)BL left–right symmetric models for universal
seesaw. A heavier dark fermion with a very long lifetime can mostly decay into a lighter dark fermion and
a photon at one-loop level. The dark fermions can serve as the dark matter particles beneﬁted from their
annihilations into the dark gauge and Higgs ﬁelds. In the presence of a U(1) kinetic mixing, the dark mat-
ter fermions can be veriﬁed by the ongoing and forthcoming dark matter direct detection experiments.
.  2013 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
y/3.0/).1. Introduction Speciﬁcally, we shall introduce a U(1)X dark sector which containsAstronomical and cosmological observations indicate the
existence of dark matter in the present universe. Many dark matter
candidates have been suggested in various scenarios beyond the
SU(3)c SU(2)LU(1)Y standardmodel (SM). The darkmatter parti-
cles canbedirectlydetected through their scatteringsoff the familiar
nucleons and/or indirectly detected through their annihilations/de-
cays into the SM species. Recently, the Fermi-LAT data on the cosmic
gamma-ray spectrum from the Galactic center (GC) have revealed a
tentative evidence for a line-like feature at an energy around
130GeV [1–16]. Such monochromatic photon can be induced by a
dark matter annihilation or decay. There have been a lot of models
[17–53] realizing the required dark matter annihilations or decays.
Usually, we need some particles heavier than the dark matter to
mediate the signiﬁcant annihilations or decays of the dark matter
into the monochromatic photons at loop level since the dark mat-
ter is only allowed to have an extremely tiny electric charge [54].
On the other hand, in the SU(3)c  SU(2)L  SU(2)R U(1)BL left–
right symmetric models [55] for universal [56] seesaw [57,58],
some heavy [SU(2)]-singlet leptons and quarks are well motivated
to alleviate the hierarchy among the SM fermion masses and solve
the strong CP problem [59]. Such heavy fermions could take part in
mediating the radiative dark matter annihilations or decays for the
130GeV gamma-ray line. In this paper, we shall demonstrate this
possibility in a multi-component dark matter [60–69] scenario.two vector-like fermions besides the related gauge and Higgs
ﬁelds. There is also a very heavy messenger scalar having the Yu-
kawa couplings with the dark fermions and the heavy leptons.
The heavier dark fermion can have a very long lifetime although
it mostly decays into the lighter dark fermion with a photon. The
dark fermions can obtain the desired dark matter relic density
through their annihilations into the dark gauge and Higgs ﬁelds.
As the U(1)X and U(1)BL gauge ﬁelds are allowed to have a kinetic
mixing, the dark matter fermions can be veriﬁed by the ongoing
and forthcoming dark matter direct detection experiments.
2. The model
For simplicity, we will not give the full Lagrangian. Instead, we



















þ ðDl/RÞyDl/R þ ðDlrÞyDlrþ ðDldÞyDld
þ iqLD= qL þ iqRD= qR þ ilLD= lL þ ilRD= lR
þ iDLD=DL þ iDRD=DR þ iULD=UL þ i URD=UR
þ iELD= EL þ iERD= ER þ ivLD=vL þ ivRD=vR
þM2d dyd DLMDDR  ULMUUR  ELMEER
 vLmvvR  qL/LyLDDR  qR/RyRDDL
 qL ~/LyLUUR  qR ~/RyRUUL lL/LyLEER
lR/RyREEL  dELfRvR  dERfLvL þH:c:
ð1Þ
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a
R, B and C are the gauge ﬁelds associated with the
SU(2)L, SU(2)R, U(1)BL and U(1)X gauge groups, respectively. The
Higgs scalars










;r 0;þ2ð Þ ð2Þ
are an SU(2)L doublet, an SU(2)R doublet and an SU(2) singlet,
respectively. Here and thereafter the ﬁrst and second numbers in
parentheses are the U(1)BL charges BL and the U(1)X charges X.
The messenger scalar d is an SU(2) singlet and carries both of the





Among the fermions, the [SU(2)]-doublet quarks qL,R, the [SU(2)]-
doublet leptons lL,R, the [SU(2)]-singlet quarks DL,R and UL,R as well































; EL;R 2;0ð Þ;
ð4Þ






The covariant derivatives are







 igRI3RW3Rl þ    ; ð6Þ
where we have only written down the diagonal components of the




which can mix with the other U(1)
gauge ﬁelds (B,C).
2.1. Symmetry breaking
The [SU(2)]-doublet Higgs scalars /R and /L are responsible for
breaking the left–right symmetry down to the electroweak sym-
metry and then the electromagnetic symmetry, i.e.
SU 2ð ÞL  SU 2ð ÞR  U 1ð ÞBL
# h/Ri
SU 2ð ÞL  U 1ð ÞY
# h/Li
U 1ð Þem ; ð7Þ
where h/Ri and h/Li are the vacuum expectation values (VEVs),
h/Li ¼ h/0L i ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p vL vL ’ 246 GeVð Þ;





As for the dark symmetry U(1)X, it will be broken when the [SU(2)]-
singlet Higgs scalar r develops its VEV,
hri ¼ 1ﬃﬃ
2
p vX : ð9Þ
Roughly, the above symmetry breakings take place at the tempera-
tures T ¼ O h/Rið Þ; O h/Lið Þ and O hrið Þ, respectively.2.2. Fermions
The charged fermions have the masses,
L  dL DL
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which can be block diagonalized by




















Remarkably, we have the heavy charged fermions besides the SM
charged fermions in this universal seesaw scenario.
In the following we will work in the base where the mass
matrices of the dark fermions v and the heavy charged fermions
F =D,U,E are diagonal and real, i.e.
mv ¼ diag mv1 ;mv2
 
;




and then deﬁne the vector-like fermions:
vi ¼ vLi þ vRi ; Fa ¼ FLa þ FRa : ð13Þ
Moreover, we will assume mv1  mv2 and MF1  MF2  MF3 without
loss of generality. Note the left–right symmetry breaking scale and
the heavy fermion masses should be large enough to escape from
the experimental constraint. For example, the right-handed charged
gauge boson should be heavier than a few TeV [70]. In the present
work, we will take vR  MF1;2;3 ¼ O 103 TeV
 
to give a numerical
example.
The present model can accommodate a discrete parity symme-
try to solve the strong CP problem without an axion [59,71].
Furthermore, the neutral neutrinos can have a two-loop induced
Dirac mass matrix proportional to the SM charged lepton mass
matrix [72]. One can introduce more fermions or scalars to gener-
ate the desired neutrino masses and mixing.
2.3. Gauge ﬁelds
We can remove the kinetic mixing between the U(1)X and
U(1)BL gauge ﬁelds by making a non-unitary transformation [73],
Bl ¼ ~Bl  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 2





and then deﬁne the orthogonal ﬁelds,
Al ¼W3LlsW þ W3RlsR þ ~BlcR
 
cW ; ð15aÞZLl ¼W3LlcW  W3RlsR þ ~BlcR
 
sW ; ð15bÞZRl ¼W3RlcR  ~BlsR ; ð15cÞ
Fig. 1. The dark fermion annihilations. Here vi;j i–jð Þ denotes the dark matter
fermions, C is the U(1)X gauge ﬁeld, while r is the Higgs scalar for breaking the U(1)X
symmetry.
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with
sR ¼ sin hR; cR ¼ cos hR for tR ¼ tan hR ¼ gBLgR
;
sW ¼ sin hW ; cW ¼ cos hW for






here g and g0 are the SM gauge couplings with g ’0.653 and
g0 ’0.358 while hW is the Weinberg angle s2W ’ 0:231. If a parity
symmetry is imposed, we can determine the unknown gauge cou-
plings gR and gBL by
gR ¼ g ’ 0:653; gBL ¼
gg0ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g2  g02
p ’ 0:428: ð17Þ
Among the orthogonal ﬁelds (15), A is the massless photon c, while
ZL, ZR and ZX have the mass terms as below,
L 1
2
m2ZR ðZRl þ nZXlsRÞðZ
l
R þ nZlX sRÞ
þ 1
2
m2ZL ðZLl þ ZRltRSW þ nZXltRsW Þ





















In the following we will focus on the case that the orthogonal ﬁelds
ZR, ZL and ZX approximate to the mass eigenstates for m2ZR  m2ZL 
m2ZX and 	1. In this case, the quasi-mass-eigenstate ZL is identiﬁed
to the SM Z boson.
3. Dark gauge boson decay
The dark gauge ﬁled C which is mostly the quasi-mass-eigen-

















p gX vclvZXl : ð19Þ
Therefore, if the dark gauge boson ZX is heavy enough, it can decay

























where Nc ;B Lð Þ ¼ 3; 13
 
for a quark and (Nc, BL) = (1,1) for a lep-











So, the dark gauge boson ZX with a mass mZX =500MeV can have a
lifetime shorter than 1 s if we take  >1.34 1011. Currently, the
measurement on the muon magnetic moment constrains
2c2Rc
2
W < 2 104 for mZX ¼ 500MeV [74].4. Dark matter relic density
The dark fermions v1,2 can annihilate into the dark gauge ﬁeld C
and the dark Higgs ﬁeld r. The heavier dark fermion v2 can also an-
nihilate into the lighter dark fermion v1. The relevant diagrams are
shown in Fig. 1. If the annihilations freeze out before the U(1)X
symmetry breaking at the temperature T ¼ O hrið Þ, the annihila-
tion cross sections should be dominated by






rx2 ¼ hrx2x2!CCvreli þ hrx2x2!rrvreli



















Here vrel is the relative velocity between the two annihilating parti-
cles in their center-of-mass frame.
As we will clarify later, the heavier dark fermion v2 has a very
long lifetime and hence contributes to the dark matter relic density
together with the lighter and stable dark fermion v1. The relic den-
sity of the dark fermion vi can be calculated by [75]
viþvi h
2 ¼ vi h
2 þ vi h





MPlrvi Ti GeVð Þ
; ð24Þ
where MPl = 1.221019GeV is the Planck mass, Ti is the freeze-out
temperature determined by [75]
mvi
Ti














while g* = g*(Ti) is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom. The
dark fermions v1,2 can dominate the dark matter relic density for a
proper parameter choice. For example, we input
gX ¼ 0:592 ;vX ¼ 845MeV ;mv1 ¼ 20GeV ;
mv2 ¼ 262GeV ; g
 T1ð Þ ¼ 84 ; g
 T2ð Þ ¼ 94 ;
ð26Þ
to obtain
rv1 ’ 2:45 107 GeV2 ; T1 ’ mv1=25:3 ;
v1þv1h
2 ’ 0:001 ;
ð27Þ
and
rv2 ’ 1:87 109 GeV2 ; T2 ’ mv2=23:0 ;
v2þv2h
2 ’ 0:111 :
ð28Þ
The total dark matter relic density thus should be
DMh
2 ¼ v1þv1h2 þ v2þv2h2 ’ 0:112 ; ð29Þ
which is well consistent with the observations [76]. In the
above numerical estimation, the heavier dark fermion v2 rather
Fig. 3. The heavier dark matter fermion vj vi
 
decays into the lighter dark matter
fermion v v
 
and a charged lepton pair eþe .









2 ’ 99:1% ; ð30Þ









2 ; for mv1  mv2 : ð31Þi j a b5. Dark matter decay
The dark matter fermions v1,2 can couple to the U(1)BL and
U(1)X ﬁeld strength tensors (Blm,Clm) at one-loop level. We show
the relevant diagrams in Fig. 2. For mv1;2	 MEa ;Md, the effective in-
teractions should be
L  kijvLirlvvRjBlm  jijvLirlmvRjClm þH:c:






where the couplings kij and jij are given by




























FC xð Þ ¼  1þ x




Therefore, the heavier dark matter fermion v2 can decay into the
lighter dark matter fermion v1 and a gauge boson (c, Z, ZX or ZR)
as long as the kinematics is allowed. Provided that
mZR  mv2 mv1 > mZ ;mZX ; ð35Þ










































ð1 x yÞ2  4xy
q
:
ð37ÞFig. 2. The dark matter fermions vi,j couple to the U(1)BL and U(1)X ﬁeld strength
tensors (Blm, Clm) at one-loop level.In Fig. 3, we see the heavier dark matter fermion v2 can also de-
cay into the lighter dark matter fermion v1 and a pair of the SM
charged leptons eþa e

b at tree level. These three-body decay modes
have the decay widths as below,



























F3 xð Þ ¼ 112 1 8xþ 8x
3  x4  x2lnx : ð40Þ
The heavier dark matter fermion v2 can have a very long life-
time. For example, by inputting
gBL ¼ 0:428; gX ¼ 0:592;  ¼ 107;



























p vR ¼ 900 TeV; Md ¼ 1016 GeV;
mv2 ¼ 262 GeV; mv1 ¼ 20 GeV; ð41Þ
we can obtain
v2!v1c ¼ v2!v1c ¼ 5:03 1053 GeV ;
v2!v1Z ¼ v2!v1Z ¼ 1:23 1053 GeV ;
v2!v1ZX ¼ v2!v1ZX ¼ 2:22 1057 GeV ;
v2!v1 lþ l ¼ v2!v1 lþ l
¼ 6:20 1066 GeV ;
ð42Þ
and then
Brv1c ¼ Br v2 ! v1c
 þ Br v2 ! v1c 
¼ v2!v1c þ v2!v1c
v2 þ v2
’ 80:3% ;
sv2 ¼ sv2 ¼
1
v2
’ 1:05 1028 s ;
ð43Þ
with v2 and v2 being the total decay width,
v2 ¼ v2 ¼ v2!v1c þ v2!v1Z þ v2!v1ZX
þ v2!v1 lþ l
’ v2!v1c þ v2!v1Z
¼ 6:26 1053 GeV :
ð44Þ
Fig. 4. The dark matter scattering viN?viN. Here vi and N denote the dark matter
fermions and the ordinary nucleons while B and C are the U(1)BL and U(1)X gauge
ﬁelds. For simplicity, we do not show the scattering viN ! viN.
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’ 130GeV : ð45Þ
The gamma-ray ﬂux from the dark matter decays v2 ! v1c and











dsq r s;wð Þ½ dN
dE
; ð46Þ
where dN/dE is the differential gamma spectrum per dark matter de-
cay with E being the gamma-ray energy, r s;wð Þ ¼ r2 þ s2

2rscoswÞ1=2 is the coordinate centered on the GC with s being the
distance from the Sun along the line-of-sight (l.o.s), r being the dis-
tance from the Sun to the GC and w being the angle between the di-
rection of observation in the sky and the GC, q[r(s, w)] is the dark
matter density proﬁle. In Ref. [27], the authors have shown that the
decay of a single-component dark matter fermion into a neutrino












mv ’ 2Ec ’ 260GeV ; ð48Þ
is the dark matter mass, sv is the dark matter lifetime, Brmc is the
branching ratio of the decay modes v ? mc. By comparing Eqs.
(45,46) and (47,48), we can take
m2v2 m2v1
2mv2










to account for the ﬁtting results [27]. For example, we can obtain
the Fermi-LAT gamma-ray line by inputting




2 ¼ 99:1% ; Brv1c ¼ 80:3%;
sv2 ¼ 1:05 1028 s :
ð50Þ6. Dark matter scattering and self-interaction
As shown in Fig. 4, the dark matter fermions v1,2 can scatter off
the nucleon N through the kinetic mixing between the U(1)X and
U(1)BL gauge ﬁelds. The elastic scattering cross section is com-
puted by

























’ mN ’ 1GeV for mvi  mN : ð52Þ
Such scattering can be measured by the dark matter direct









with q being the local dark matter density. Currently, the mea-
sured experimental rate is given in the single-component dark mat-
ter hypothesis,
Rv  qmv rvN; ð54Þ
where rvN denotes the cross section of a single-component dark
matter v with the mass mv scattering off the nucleon N. The
XENON10 and XENON100 experiments [77,78] have stringently
put an upper bound rexpvN on the cross section rvN for a given mass








For a proper parameter choice such as
mv1 ¼ 20GeV;mv2 ¼ 262GeV;








2 ’ 99:1% ;
ð56Þ
the dark matter fermions v1,2 can be veriﬁed by the ongoing and
forthcoming dark matter direct detection experiments.
Furthermore, the dark matter fermions v1;2 can have a self-
interaction as shown in Fig. 5. For mvi  mZX , the self-interacting





















































For a single-component dark matter with the mass m, its self-inter-
acting cross section r has an upper bound r=m < 4:4 1042 cm3
[79]. We hence should require
Fig. 5. The dark matter self-interactions vivi ? vivi and vivi ! vivi . Here vi
denotes the dark matter fermions while C is the U(1)X gauge ﬁled. For simplicity, we
do not show the processes vivi ! vivi .
































< 4:4 1042 cm3 :
ð59Þ







It was suggested that the 130GeV gamma-ray line hinted by the
Fermi-LAT data could be understood by the dark matter annihila-
tion or decay into monochromatic photons. We hence propose a
multi-component dark matter model, where a heavier dark matter
fermion mostly decays into a lighter dark matter fermion and a
photon, to explain the Fermi-LAT gamma-ray line. In our model,
the neutral dark matter fermions have a highly suppressed mag-
netic moment at one-loop level because of their Yukawa couplings
to a charged scalar and three non-SM leptons. The new scalar be-
sides the dark matter fermions is gauged by a U(1)X symmetry
which will be spontaneously broken below the GeV scale. As for
the non-SM leptons, they play an essential role for generating
the SM lepton masses in the SU(3)c  SU(2)L  SU(2)R U(1)BL
left–right symmetric models for the universal seesaw scenario
where the strong CP problem can be solved without an axion.
The dark matter fermions can obtain a thermally produced relic
density through their annihilations into the U(1)X gauge and Higgs
ﬁelds. The kinetic mixing between the U(1)X and U(1)BL gauge
ﬁelds can result in a testable dark matter scattering.
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